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MegaChips and Tensilica executed Design Center Agreement 
 

MegaChips Corporation (Japan, Code No. 6875, TSE, hereinafter “MegaChips”) today announced the 

conclusion of Design Center agreement with Tensilica Inc. (USA, hereinafter “Tensilica). 

 

Tensilica is the world’s leading supplier of customizable and scalable microprocessor core that is ideal 

for use in complicated Dataplane processing of images and communications.  MegaChips and Tensilica 

have been entered into Design Center Agreement since 2006 and have provided cutting-edge SoC products 

utilizing the excellent development environment of the configurable processor. 

Today, the two companies enhanced collaborative framework and agreed to renew the contract.  Thus, 

the technological and marketing cooperation is expected to be further strengthened from now on.  

This contract enables MegaChips to procure Tensilica’s outstanding IP core with ease, and accelerate 

advanced SoC development by firmer technical collaboration with Tensilica.  MegaChips also can 

develop and supply superior LSI products in shorter lead time to both domestic and international 

customers who always seek advanced functions.  MegaChips is working to develop original core that is 

useful for not only video processing and audio codec but also image processing and recognition with the 

use of this *configurable processing technology. 

MegaChips intends to integrate its business operation with Kawasaki Microelectronics Inc., its 

consolidated subsidiary, on 1st of April, 2013 aiming for major LSI business expansion, and the contract 

with Tensilica is one of measures for the business enhancement. 

In recent years, Japanese semiconductor and electronics industries have been in the ongoing recession, 

however, the newly-founded MegaChips will keep fully support Japanese leading companies and 

contribute greatly to supply competitive devices in the world market. 

 
*   Configurable processor is the arithmetic device to realize application-optimized high-performance 

data processing by conducting configuration change and instruction expansion.  
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【about Tensilica】 
Tensilica, Inc. is the leader in customizable dataplane processor IP cores with almost 200 core 

licensees. Dataplane Processor Units (DPUs) combine the best capabilities of CPUs and DSPs while 
delivering 10 to 100x the performance because they can be customized using Tensilica’s automated 
design tools to meet specific signal processing performance targets. Tensilica’s DPUs power SOC 
designs at system OEMs and seven out of the top 10 semiconductor companies for products including 
mobile phones, consumer electronics devices (including digital TV, Blu-ray Disc players, broadband 
set top boxes, digital still cameras and portable media players), computers, and storage, networking 
and communications equipment. For more information on Tensilica’s patented, benchmark-proven 
DPUs visit www.tensilica.com. 

 


